
FURSE POLAMATIC RANGE PP 
These projectors produce the most exciting results with the use of 
polaroid and can either cut out light at certain angies, or change 
colours of certain materials. Amazing results can be achieved with 
abstracts and patterns changing through a spectrum of natural 
colour, or etched designs fading in-and-out over each other in 
animation. Either slides or wheels can be used to achieve these 
effects. 

THE POLAMATIC 250 PP.250 
Effects lighting unit designed to take polarising wheels, each taking 
two mins. to tum giving a subtle blend of phased colour change, or 
animated cartoon images. 
Projector is cooled and portable with 250 watt 24 volt light source 

Price each £90·00 
A choice of effects wheels is available. 

THE PO LAMA TIC CAROUSEL PPC.250 

Polamatic Carousel 
carries a set of 80 
different slides which 
are continuously 
changed through a time 
sequence by a variable 
timer auto-change 
system. 
Projector supplied 
complete with timer, 
set of slides, motor 
driven polarisor and 
zoom lens, so size of 

. the image is adjustable, 
250 watt Tungsten Halogen lamp provides maximum brightness. 
Projector has economy lamp setting to extend lamp life by four at 
a light output of 70 %. 

Effects references: POL/103-106 
Rainbow Wheel 
Polaroid Spinner 
Crystal Wheel 
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Price each £215·00 

Price each £5·50 
Price each £4·00 
Price each £5·50 

LIGHTING CONTROL UNITS 
Range of control units for small and large situations which converts 
light into beautiful patterns of changing colour. 

SOUNDLITE SLC 
Sound to light converter, the music is translated into light reaction 
on three channels-Base, Middle and Treble channel in operation, 
recorded music is given immediate visual form - records come to 
life instantly. 
Each channel controls a total of up to 1 OOO watts of lighting. 
Soundlite has an automatic volume control and zero voltage 
switching circuitry which totally eliminates any interference on 
sound equipment. 

Price each £49·00 

LIGHTING MODULATOR LM 
. Sound to light converter with · full dimming facilities on each 
channel. The channels, Bass, Middle and Treble each control up to 
2000 watts of lighting. 

Price each £105·00 

STROBES 
~trobes are exciting lighting effects. A high powered, bright flashing 
hght which creates the illusion of slow-motion when directed 
towards a moving person, such as a dancer. 

MIDI STROBE 
~igh_~feight unit_ to produce stark white pulsating light, incorporat
mg 4 reflector, ideal for small stage area or window display. 

Price each £45·00 

MAXI STROBE 
Variable speed unit, generally as above, giving range of operation 
between 1 and 30 :flashes per second, incorporating 40 watt light 
source and provision for remote operation. 

Price each £59·00 
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